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The complete systematic review Efficacy and safety of probiotics in the prevention of Clostridium 
difficile associated diarrhea is available on request. 

SUMMARY 

Introduction 
Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea (CDAD) is a major health problem with serious 
consequences that can occur in patients on antibiotics and especially the elderly and persons 
weakened by specific clinical conditions. Several infection control and antibiotic surveillance 
measures have been put in place in the past 10 years to limit the number of CDAD cases in 
health-care facilities, and to improve their CDAD rates, some of them have added the use of 
probiotics. To ensure appropriate probiotic use in preventing CDAD, the Ministère de la Santé et 
des Services sociaux (MSSS) asked INESSS to evaluate the evidence and to produce a clinical 
relevance assessment report. The primary objective of the report was to determine if the 
different probiotic formulations available on the Canadian market are equivalent in terms of their 
benefits for preventing CDAD and, if applicable, to determine the role of these products among 
preventive measures. INESSS agreed with the MSSS that a systematic review with meta-analyses 
would be carried out to evaluate the efficacy and safety of the different probiotic formulations 
available in Québec and, subsequently, to produce a report based on the best evidence and the 
knowledge available at this time, this according to taxonomic group, as well as microbial species, 
strain and genus. 

Methodology 
A scientific literature search was conducted in MEDLINE and Embase. Scientific data on the 
efficacy and safety of probiotic formulations were gathered from primary studies, clinical practice 
guidelines (CPGs) and systematic reviews (SRs). Consultations with different stakeholders 
enabled us to gather other types of data, which were enriched by grey literature searches. 
Furthermore, to determine the efficacy of probiotics, the methodological choice made was to 
perform a systematic review with meta-analyses of aggregate data from randomized controlled 
trials (RCTs), quasi-experimental studies and cohort studies. 

To meet the study inclusion criteria for the meta-analyses, the population had to consist of 
symptomatic or asymptomatic adults or children on antibiotic therapy in whom CDAD had been 
confirmed by validated, recognized diagnostic tests in 100% of the subjects with antibiotic-
associated diarrhea (AAD) or at least in 50% of those with AAD, and the number of cases of AAD 
in each group had to be at least 50. The studies selected had to include at least one reported case 
of CDAD and a comparator group. The intervention had to be a preventive and/or prophylactic 
treatment with a probiotic formulation containing one or more species or genera of bacteria or 
yeasts, with or without other preventive measures, at a dose ≥ 1 x 109 CFU or 500 mg (capsule, 
lyophilized powder or drink containing species and strains matching the International Scientific 
Association for Probiotics and Prebiotics [ISAPP] definition of probiotic). 

The quality of the publications selected was assessed with recognized methods. Different primary 
information and data, such as the CDAD and ADD rates, the severity, the recurrence rate, the 
duration of the symptoms, the adverse effects and the authors’ conclusions, were extracted from 
each publication selected. 



Statistical analysis 
The impact of probiotics on CDAD prevention was assessed with the relative risk (RR) and 95% 
confidence interval (CI) by comparing the rate of primary CDAD infections or CDAD recurrences in 
a group of patients taking a probiotic formulation to that in a control group. For each probiotic 
formulation studied, a meta-analysis based on a random-effects model using inverse-variance 
weighting was conducted to estimate the overall effect. Between-study heterogeneity was 
assessed with Cochran’s Q-test and quantified by means of the I2 statistic. Publication bias was 
assessed with a funnel plot, and sensitivity analyses were performed. In addition, a L'Abbé plot, 
which is used to compare the event risk observed in a treatment group with that in a control 
group, was drawn for each formulation, and a 95% prediction interval (PI) was calculated, when 
the number of studies so permitted. The number needed to treat (NNT) was calculated for all the 
probiotic formulations, and the information was presented when the level of scientific evidence 
was sufficient. 

Overall assessment of the scientific evidence 
For each result of interest, a statement of scientific evidence containing the effect results for the 
different probiotic formulations is provided. Four assessment criteria (number of studies included 
in the analysis, type of study design, risk of bias, and precision [statistical power, sample size]) 
were used to assess the quality of the scientific evidence, consistency and reliability, the clinical 
effect, and generalizability and transferability. Subsequently, an overall level of evidence was 
assigned, using a four-level scale (high, moderate, low, insufficient). 

Results 

Efficacy 
The analyses stratified according to the probiotic formulation shows that the scientific evidence 
of the benefits for preventing CDAD, both in adults and children, is insufficient for most of the 
formulations used in the identified studies, whether they contained only one or more than one 
probiotic agent. Based on the four assessment criteria that were used to assess the quality of the 
scientific evidence, two probiotic formulations were given a low level of evidence for well-
defined populations and epidemiological contexts: 1) Saccharomyces boulardii, at a dose of 500 
mg per day, in children with a mean age of 4 to 5 years who were on antibiotic therapy for 
respiratory infections and who were or were not hospitalized. During the meta-analysis, the 
overall sample size grew, which increased the statistical power of the analysis and reduced the 
width of the 95% CI of the point estimate of the overall effect. The significant effect can also be 
explained by the RR observed in both studies, which was considerably higher than the RR of 0.75 
or 0.50 calculated for the statistical power; and 2) a formulation containing Lactobacillus 
acidophilus CL1285, Lactobacillus caesi LBC80R and Lactobacillus rhamnosus CLR2 at a daily 
dose of 50 or 100 x 109 CFU. The results were obtained from two quasi-experimental studies with 
certain methodological limitations, but close to the real-world effect, and a Chinese RCT of good 
methodological quality in which the CDAD rate in the absence of probiotics was 23.8%, which is 
much higher than that reported in North America. 

Safety 
The analysis of the safety literature shows that the serious adverse effects associated with 
probiotics are rare but that, in exceptional cases, their administration can lead to bacteremia or 
fungemia in more vulnerable individuals. The reported cases are from published case studies in 



which several confounding factors may have influenced the results, such as the manufacturing 
process for the probiotics used in the studies and the degree of association between the event 
and the probiotic agent in the product. 

Degree of concordance with the published systematic reviews 
In general, the published systematic reviews on the efficacy of probiotics conclude that there is 
enough evidence that they confer benefits for preventing CDAD. However, their conclusions are 
not readily usable in clinical decision-making because the reviews consider the different probiotic 
formulations with no distinction. The choice of studies included in some of them also adds some 
confusion (insufficient number of subjects, inappropriate diagnostic tests). This is why several 
studies generally found in most of the systematic reviews identified were excluded during the 
selection process. Furthermore, another important difference is the inclusion of quasi-
experimental studies, which involve a larger number of confounding factors than RCTs but which 
are more representative of the actual benefits or absolute risks. 

Conclusion 
Given the multifactorial nature of CDAD, it is difficult to accurately determine who will contract 
an infection, but a certain model can be constructed with the established risk factors. Offering an 
additional preventive treatment option to these individuals is an encouraging thought, especially 
in light of the impact on the health and quality of life of those affected. However, with the 
current state of knowledge, it seems premature to offer all hospitalized Québec patients on 
antibiotic therapy probiotics for which the level of efficacy evidence is low. Sufficiently 
statistically powered multicentre RCTs based on validated methodological criteria should be 
conducted at various facilities in Québec and Canada with lower and higher CDAD rates than the 
mean baseline CDAD rate identified (regardless of the risk factors, including antibiotic use) to 
corroborate the results and strengthen the scientific evidence. 

 


